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The bigger picture

An overview of where and how inkjet 
technology is used today





The fourth 
estate



Mouvent inkjet label press



Xerox Baltoro HF



Canon ProStream 1000



Durst Tau RSCi



Bobst DM5



Gallus Smartfire



Memjet DuraFlex



Jetsci ColorAqua



Digital corrugated printing



Uteco Sapphire Evo, with Kodak Stream CIJ



Inca Digital



Industrial applications



Toothbrushes



Membrane Switches



Interior decor



Direct to shape



Wallpaper printing



Dye sublimation



EFI Bolt – single pass textile printing



Fast fashion and the environment



Supply chains



3D printing

From rapid prototyping to additive manufacturing



3D printed moulds





3D printing and display 
graphics



Complex parts



The factory 
of the 
future?



Ricoh AMS 
550



HP JetFusion 5200



HP MetalJet



High Speed sintering



Binder jetting



- Ramon Pastor, HP’s vice president and general 
manager of 3D printing.

“A significant number of large format support parts are now 3D printed. 
Indigo also uses 3D printing extensively. Also part of the line tooling for 
our printheads is done with 3D printing. So we are looking at the whole 
portfolio and are moving design when we have the business 
opportunity for 3D printing.”
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“Each part that we have moved to 3D printing is because it makes 
economic sense, because the break even point has changed because 
we have consolidated three or four parts to a single part. And because 
we have faster time to market.”



Everything is connected
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